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Authors
Susan Verde
E VERDE * # +

Sharee Miller
E MILLER *

Series
Do Not Bring/Take Series by Julie Gassman
To Buy

Pete the Cat Series by James Dean
E PETE * #

Individual Titles
What Riley Wore by Elana K. Arnold
E ARNOLD *

Unicorns 101 by Gale Atkinson
E ATKINSON *

Summer: Animals Share in a Poetic Tale of Kindness
by Wenxuan Cao
E CAO

My Mama is a Mechanic by Doug Cenko
E CENKO

Juno Valentine and the Fantastic Fashion Adventure
by Eva Chen
E CHEN *

Hair Love by Matthew Cherry
E CHERRY #

Parker Looks Up by Parker and Jessica Curry
E CURRY *

Invisible Lizard in Love by Kurt Cyrus
E CYRUS #

Manny Loses His Fangs by Giuliano Ferri
E FERRI

Hair, It’s a Family Affair by Mylo Freeman
E FREEMAN

Fast Enough: Bessie Stringfield’s First Ride by Joel Christian Gill
E GILL #

Red House, Tree House, Little Bitty Brown Mouse by Jane Goodwin
E GOODWIN *

Old Hat by Emily Gravett
E GRAVETT *

Leila in Saffron by Rukhsanna Guidroz
E GUIDROZ *

Lena’s Slippers by Ioana Hobai
E HOBAI

The Girl and the Dinosaur by Hollie Hughes
E HUGHES *

My Big Bad Monster by A.N. Kang
E KANG #

The Many Colors of Harpreet Singh by Supriya Kelkar
E KELKAR *

Fixer the Robot by John Kelly
E KELLY *

You Are New by Lucy Kinsley
E KINSLEY #

Dragon Night by J.R. Krause
E KRAUSE *

I Used to be Famous by Tara Luebbe
E LEUBBE #

Fry Bread: a Native American Family Story by Kevin Noble Malliard
E MALLIARD * +

I Am a Wolf by Kelly Leigh Miller
E MILLER *

Ella McKeen, Kickball Queen by Beth Mills
E MILLS #
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Goldilocks for Dinner by Susan McElroy Montanari
E MONTANARI *

Saturday by Oge Mora
E MORA *

Unicorn Day by Diana Murray
E MURRAY #

The Mighty Steam Engine by Yvonne Ng
E NG TRANSPORTATION

Dinosaur Feathers by Dennis Nolan
E NOLAN

Sulwe by Lupita Nyong’o
E NYONGO *

Nuts! By Lou Peacock
E PEACOCK

By the Light of the Moon by Frann Preston-Gannon
E PRESTONGANNON

Another by Christian Robinson
E ROBINSON *

Good Boy by Sergio Ruzzier
E RUZZIER *

There Are No Bears in this Bakery by Julia Sarcone-Roach
E SARCONEROACH *

Boxitects by Kim Smith
E SMITH *

The Yeti and the Jolly Lama by Lama Surya Das
E SURYADAS #

Lili Macaroni by Nicole Testa
E TESTA

A Stone Sat Still by Brendan Wenzel
E WENZEL * # +

Jasper & Ollie by Alex Willan
E WILLAN *

Little Red Riding Hood and the Misread Wolf by Troy Wilson
E WILSON *

Astro Girl by Ken Wilson-Max
E WILSONMAX #

Hello by Fiona Woodcock
E WOODCOCK

Hat Tricks by Satoshi Kitamura
E KITAMURA

Have You Seen My Blankie? by Lucy Rowland
E ROWLAND *

The Boy and the Bear by Tracey Corderoy
E CORDEROY

* available as an FCPL ebook

# available through FCPL on Hoopla

+ available through FCPS on Axis 360